UNIFIED
COMMUNICATIONS
AS A SERVICE
A FULLY MANAGED CLOUD-BASED SOLUTION WITH MORE THAN 30 BUSINESS
PRODUCTIVITY FEATURES, DELIVERED OVER OUR FIBER-RICH NETWORK.
Success in today’s fast-paced business world relies on effective
communications. Businesses need to be mobile, nimble, and
responsive to customers while fostering collaboration among
employees. The proliferation of communication devices at
our disposal is intended to make businesses more efficient.
However, their lack of integration can actually lead to inefficient
communications which, in turn, can slow down business
operations and hinder productivity and agility. That can be the
difference between success and failure.  
RCN is here to help. Our Unified Communications as a Service
solution delivers a myriad of communication services inclusive
of messaging tools, videoconferencing tools, and resources for
facilitating different kinds of text and voice communications.
Integrating audio, video and web conferencing, it is a completely
scalable solution with advanced telecommunications features to
improve productivity and efficiency for your business.
Our platform provides a powerful online portal for rapid
provisioning that leverages a feature-rich, cloud-based network.
Calls travel over RCN’s secure, reliable and wholly-owned fiber
infrastructure so users experience fast response times and
a continuous connection for superior uptime. Together with
data technologies to integrate your communications tools, our
fully hosted and managed solution is customized to fit your
organization’s needs.

COMMUNICATE. COLLABORATE. CONNECT.

						
KEY BENEFITS AND RESULTS:

• Optimize the User Experience
Dedicated and secure data connection over
our privately owned and operated all-fiber
network delivers a more reliable experience.
• Reduced Costs
Our OPEX vs. CAPEX model is less
expensive than maintaining an outdated,
on-premises solution.
• Improved Resource Utilization
You can redeploy human resources on more
strategic initiatives and stay focused on your
core business.
• Future Proof Your Business
Leading edge technology and automatic
upgrades ensures you have the most recent
technology at all times.
• Reliability
Full redundancy ensures improved reliability
and disaster recovery ability compared to
traditional premise based systems.
• Fully Hosted and Managed Solution
We provide an alternative to expensive
on-site hardware-based PBX or Key Systems
which allows you to rest easy knowing
experts are managing and monitoring your
phones with 24/7/365 local support.
• Scalability and Flexibility
Add phones for quick growth when
necessary, or consolidate for cost savings
when you need to.
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WHY UNIFIED COMMUNICATIONS FROM RCN:
With =all communications unified, you can do more than simply texting, placing a call, or having a videoconference.
There is less time lost trying to connect with each other and more time being productive through efficient
communications. Combining different communications methods in one system enables a best way to connect with
colleagues, peers, and customers.
There are many elements to RCN’s Unified Communications that enable improved communications:
=
=

=

MOBILITY– is an advanced mobile phone application that extends access and control of your desk phone
to your cellphone.

CONNECTNOW– is a video/audio conferencing service where a moderator can initiate a video conference
meeting within just a couple of clicks of a mouse and invite from 4 to 300 attendees.
CRM INTEGRATION– integrates with a wide range of popular customer relationship management
solutions that improves your productivity.
CONTACT CENTER– allows you to manage multiple incoming calls at the same time seamlessly.
RCN’s Unified Communications offers low-cost flexible solutions for calling,= messaging, and other communication
services. Not only does it give you the power to bring stacks of communication tools together into a unified platform,
it also offers an opportunity to unlock the benefits of the cloud.

WHY CHOOSE RCN:

=

WHOLLY OWNED, FIBER-RICH NETWORK DELIVERS SUPERIOR UPTIME– Calls travel unencumbered
along RCN’s secure network over a continuous connection
that means less packet loss and higher
=
reliability. RCN Business operates a sophisticated network with network backbone featuring a smaller
node size (average 155 homes per node) and robust fiber capacity (average 12 fibers to each node).
=

24/7/365 LOCAL SUPPORT– You can rest assured the person on the other end of the support call
understands your business, local market, and urgency to solve your concern. RCN Business is dedicated
to minimizing any impact to your business.
CUSTOM, ROBUST SOLUTIONS – RCN Business takes a consultative approach by first understanding your
distinctive needs and delivers a unique solution designed especially
for you.
=
SPEED TO MARKET– Unlike larger competitors, RCN Business focuses on rapid installations and upgrades,
and as the sole owner of a fiber-rich network, does not rely on third parties to meet deadlines.
WHEN COMBINED WITH OUR SISTER COMPANIES (GRANDE COMMUNICATIONS AND WAVE)
• We offer coast-to-coast connectivity solutions
• Provide mission-critical fiber infrastructure solutions
• Are in seven of the top 10 Metro Markets

YOUR LOCAL RCN BUSINESS REPRESENTATIVE IS:

www.rcn.com/business

